[Airway management in intensive care and emergency medicine : What is new?]
In acute respiratory insufficiency, oxygenation and/or ventilation support by mechanical ventilation is an integral part of intensive care and emergency medicine. Effective airway management is essential to prevent hypoxic complications during the securing of the airway. This includes for example the recognition of difficult airways and adequate pre-oxygenation. While the laryngeal tube can be used in the context of cardiopulmonary resuscitation in emergency medicine, endotracheal intubation is standard in intensive care medicine. In addition to direct laryngoscopy (DL), indirect laryngoscopy using video laryngoscopy (VL) is also available. Compared to DL, advantages in intubation success, anticipated difficult airways, and a reduction of mucosa damage have been shown for VL, whereas the advantage for intubation success could only be demonstrated for experienced physicians who should always be present due to the potential complications of intubation. With regard to mortality and incidence of hypoxia, no difference between DL and VL could be shown. According to current data, the VL should not be used preclinically. A tracheostomy is often performed for long-term ventilation. It is still unclear which patients benefit from an early tracheostomy. Usually the bed-side percutaneous dilatation tracheostomy technique is used, which is often performed under bronchoscopic guidance.